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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Waterford City is Ireland’s oldest city centre dating from AD914. The core city centre

retains many of its Viking and Norman derived urban characteristics including a compact

urban structure with a high degree of permeability provided by a network of narrow lanes

and streets linking numerous culturally rich historical buildings and listed structures.

1.1.2 Having recently celebrated the 1100th anniversary of its formation, this unique medieval

city  centre  today  remains  the  retail,  commercial  and  cultural  capital  of  the  South  East

region. The city centre has evolved over this period to accommodate an ever increasing

range of conflicting demands, however as the region’s economic recovery begins to

gather  momentum  it  is  essential  that  Waterford  City  Centre  is  in  a  position  to

accommodate the consequent growth in activity.

FIGURE 1.1 Evolution of Waterford City Centres Historical Core Area

1.1.3 On a typical weekday (2014) almost 5,000 journeys into the city centre are undertaken

during the evening peak hour period. These PM journeys comprise approximately 3,059

trips  undertaken  by  private  motor  vehicle  (62%),  almost  400  trips  by  public  transport

(7.6%), and approximately 1,476 trips by walking & cycling (30%).

1.1.4 By 2022, it is anticipated that the core area of Waterford City Centre will have to cater for

an additional 500 journeys in the peak hour alone (or almost 5,000 additional trips per

weekday). It is neither possible, nor desirable, for the medieval city centre to

accommodate this medium term growth (nor any additional long term growth) in demand

purely by private motor car. The vast majority of the lanes, streets and junctions located

within the core area were never designed to cater for modern motorised vehicles nor the

number of individuals (local population, regional commuters and tourist visitor numbers)

seeking to gain access to the city centre. Accordingly the projected increase will have to

be  catered  for  by  a  change  in  existing  travel  behaviours  and  through  the  use  of  a

combination of travel modes and associated practices including;

More  responsible  travel  behaviour  by  private  motor  vehicle  drivers  (and

passengers) such as the adoption of ‘park & walk’ practices and where feasible

‘car sharing’, and

A modal shift to more sustainable modes of travel including, public transport,

cycling and walking.

1.1.5 A study was commenced in 2014 with the objective of identifying the most appropriate

sustainable strategy to enable Waterford City Centre address the significant challenges

presented by;

The forecasted increase in activity and associated accessibility demands.

The need to safeguard the city centre’s multifunctional role and maximise the

vitality and vibrancy of the core city centre.

The  need  to  expand  the  city  centre’s  economy  and  safeguard  its  ability  to

accommodate increased commercial and tourist activity.

The conservation of significant elements of the core areas unique historical built

environment.

The redevelopment of key opportunity sites.

The enhancement of the public realm that is socially inclusive and maximises

the core areas ability to attract and retain tourists.

1.1.6 The study addresses these issues, as well as proposing a range of integrated initiatives to

tackle long standing constraints of the existing City Centre’s transportation network. The

strategy upon full implementation will ensure capacities are in place that meets the

demands of the future growth of the City whilst optimising the use of the City Centre’s

limited road space to the benefit for people living, working and visiting Waterford City

Centre.

1.1.7 A study, commissioned by Waterford City and County Council, was undertaken by a

multidiscipline urban design team which included the following principal parties;

Urban Planning – Waterford City and County Council,

1160       1374 1480    1650
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Conservation and Architectural Heritage - Waterford City and County Council,

Architecture, Public Realm and Streetscape Design – DHB Architects,

Transportation Planning and Traffic Engineering – DBFL Consulting

Engineers and Transport Planners.

1.1.8 The findings of the multidiscipline study are summarised in the strategies, plans and

scheme drawings presented within the Part 8 Public Consultation documentation.

1.2 PART 8 PUBLIC CONSULTATION DOCUMENTATION

1.2.1 In accordance with article 81 of Part 8 of the Planning and Development Regulations

2001 (as amended) a package of 4 complementary documents form the Part 8 planning

submission for the Waterford City Centre Urban Renewal Scheme.

1.2.2 One  of  the  principal  objectives  of  the  Part  8  consultation  exercise  is  to  provide  the

opportunity  for  key  stakeholders,  statutory  bodies  and  the  general  public  to  gain  an

appreciation of the subject proposals thereby providing the opportunity for them to

submit comments and potentially influence the scheme proposals prior to the granting of

planning permission and the commencement of the detail design stage of the subsequent

adopted strategy and associated infrastructure works.

1.2.3 The implementation of the identified scheme and associated strategies are considered by

the  design  team  to  adhere  fully  with  and  compliment  the  policies  and  objectives  of

national,  regional  and  local  policy  framework  including  the  current  Waterford  &  City

County Development Plan (2013-2019) as outlined later within this report.

1.2.4 The following documents have been compiled and made available as the basis of the Part

8 Public Consultation exercise for the proposed Waterford City Urban Renewal

Scheme

Site Notice (as erected on-site with a copy included in Appendix A of this report)

Part 8 Report (this document)

A1 Book of Scheme Drawings (A1 sized book incorporating 6 DHB Architects

drawing and 12 DBFL Engineering drawings)

Strategy Drawings (mounted and put on display at nominated Council Offices)

1.2.5 The above four (4) documents should be read in conjunction with one another. The Part

8 Report provides supplementary information to that summarised in the Site Notice

and the proposals graphically presented in both the Strategy Drawings (as mounted in

the  Council  offices)  and  the  more  detailed  Scheme  Drawings  (Public  Realm  and  Traffic

Management drawings) incorporated within the A1 Book of Scheme Drawings. All

four (4) documents have been made available for the public and key stakeholders to

review at the following locations;

Waterford City and County Council, Customer Care Desk, Baileys New Street,

Waterford  between the hours  of   9.30 am to  4.30 pm Monday to Friday for the

period 16th June to 28th July inclusive (excluding Bank and Public Holidays),

Waterford City and County Council, Civic Offices, Davitts Quay, Dungarvan

between the hours of 9.00 am to  5.00 pm Monday to Friday for the period 16th

June to 28th July inclusive (excluding Bank and Public Holidays).

1.3 BACKGROUND TO SCHEME

1.3.1 Previous urban design strategies implemented across Ireland including Waterford City

between the 1950s and early 2000’s predominately focused on the development of a city

centre focusing upon the requirements of the private motor car, to the detriment of other

road users / travel modes, social and community inclusiveness and the amenity values of

our town / city centres.

1.3.2 In  more  recent  times  there  has  been  a  shift  towards  rebalancing  of  all  road  user

requirements with the principle of sustainable development encouraging the promotion of

alternative sustainable modes of travel such as walking, cycling and public transport in

parallel with the private motor car.

1.3.3 It is now increasingly acknowledged that the success of our multifunctional urban centres

are measured by their ability to adequately cater for numerous conflicting demands. In

the context of a medieval city centre, with constrained road space and limited ability to

enhance the network’s capacity for private motor vehicles, the city centre’s various

functional demands can only be accommodated by reaching an appropriate balance

between conflicting demands in parallel with an equitable distribution of the network’s

capacity with the objective of maximising accessibility levels in terms of person trips. Only

then can a ‘liveable’, socially inclusive and age friendly successful urban centre be

achieved.

1.3.4 Accordingly international best practice and current policy objectives regarding the design

and management of city centres indicates that in sensitive core areas priority must be

provided for walking, cycling and public transport with measures identified to encourage
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more responsible and sustainable travel practices for private motor vehicle drivers and

their passengers.

1.3.5 In the context of historical city centres the management initiatives that have influenced

the continued success and growth of Oxford, Cambridge and Exeter City Centres in the

UK, La Rochelle (France), Ghent (Belgium), Prague (Czech Republic) and Vienna (Austria)

have be investigated with a number of measures adopted but applied considering the

unique characteristics and accessibility requirements of Waterford City Centre.

1.4 PROJECT VISION

1.4.1 The  Vision  for  Waterford  City  Centre  is  to  build  upon  the  success  of  the  recently

completed Viking Triangles (Phase 1) public realm works and associated regeneration

projects and to develop a vibrant and successful city centre that has the capacity to grow

in an ecologically and socially sustainable manner. This vision of an integrated, highly

accessible, compact and vibrant city centre destination is be achieved through the

creation of an urban environment that promotes the individuals’ (the user) social, mental

and physical well-being in addition to community’s cultural, economic and social well-

being.

1.4.2 To achieve this vision the following goals have been identified;

To maximise the potential of the City Centre to continue to grow as a national

and regional destination which is vibrant and lived in, has a strong retail and

cultural offering, and a high quality public realm.

To identify transportation initiatives that will provide the opportunity to enhance

the public realm in an integrated, holistic and consistent high quality manner.

To maximise accessibility and sustainable permeability for both people and the

movement of goods to, from and within the core city centre area in addition to

making it easier for people to use the transport networks.

Retain appropriate levels of vehicular access for local residents and businesses

whilst removing non-essential traffic from the core medieval city centre.

To identify a strategy that enhances safety levels for all road users and transport

modes travelling to, from and within the core city centre area.

To accommodate the potential development of key city centre sites that have

the ability to actively contribute to the success of the city centre.

To accommodate an efficient, reliable and attractive public transport system and

protect the investment already made in public transport across the city centre.

1.5 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

1.5.1 To achieve these goals a number of objectives have been identified with the ultimate aim

of reconfiguring the city centre’s existing transportation network into an efficient and

effective system capable of accommodating the future transport needs of Waterford City.

The medieval characteristics of the Waterford City Centre’s core area and the need to

balance the increasing number of conflicting demands placed upon the transport network

have influenced how the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme can achieve these

objectives.

Public Realm

1.5.2 One of the principal objectives of the study is to delivery high quality enhancements to

the Public Realm incorporating the provision of new and enhanced streetscapes and civic

space, upgrading of pedestrian areas, new public seating, street lighting and various

supplementary features using a consistent palette of high quality materials thereby

establishing a clearly identifiable and attractive city centre destination offering a

comprehensive range of retail, commercial, leisure and tourist based facilities and

activities.

Accessibility, Permeability and Connectivity

1.5.3 Enhance access to the Core Area for all network uses in a sustainable manner that

complies with both national and local policy objectives whilst respecting the unique

medieval characteristics of the City Centre :-

Pedestrian Facilities – an enhanced pedestrian environment including

improvements to footpaths and pedestrian crossings;

Cycle Facilities – provision of new cycle lanes / tracks and cycle parking facilities

and the removal of existing regulatory barriers which constraints access and

connectivity when traveling by bicycle.

Public Transport – transform the network into an efficient, reliable and attractive

system through the provision of new bus lanes, bus priority measures at signal

controlled junctions and bus only routes through the core area;

Taxi - Provision of relocated and additional taxi rank areas; and
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Increase Car Parking Levels - Rationalisation of on-street car parking in parallel

with the provision of additional off-street car parking in appropriate locations.

Road Configurations – An equitable and sustainable distribution of the network’s

limited capacity including an element of reallocation of road space for sustainable

transport modes (walking, cycling, and public transport), reconfiguring junctions

in accordance with the requirements of DMURS and the provision loading bays/set

down areas where required.

1.6 PROJECT SCOPE

1.6.1 Whilst the analysis underpinning the identified strategy extended to the entire city and its

environs, the proposed traffic circulation strategy and associated physical infrastructure

enhancements are focused upon the area defined as the city centre’s medieval ‘core

area’. The extent of this highly sensitive ‘core area’ is illustrated in FIGURE 1.2 and

FIGURE 1.3 below whilst the location and limit of the identified infrastructure works are

detailed in the following drawings (included in the accompanying Book of A1 Drawings)

Drawing 152050-9013 entitled Site Location.

Drawings 152050-9010, 9011 & 9012 entitled Limit of Part 8 Works.

FIGURE 1.2: Waterford City & Environs Orbital Road Hierarchy

FIGURE 1.3: City Centre Core Area and Encompassing Orbital Route

1.7 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.7.1 The physical works of the proposed Waterford City Urban Renewal Part 8 strategy can be

summarised as follows;

Public realm upgrades include new hard surfacing including stone paving, upgraded

lighting, new street furniture and landscaping. The streets affected include Colbeck

Street, St. Francis Place, Olaf St., High Street (part), Lady Lane, Michael St., John

St. (part).  Colbeck Street, St Francis Place and Olaf St are within an Architectural

Conservation Area. Arundel Square will be developed into a new urban plaza and

the Apple Market will be improved with a new open sided glass and stainless steel

roof.

Alterations to traffic circulation including ancillary civil works on part or all of the

following streets: Mayors Walk, Patrick St., Stephen St., Bachelors Walk, Peter St.,

Bakehouse Lane, Lady Lane, Castle St., Manor St., Railway Sq., Bath St, Manor Hill,

Convent Hill., John St., Browns Lane, Olaf St., Lady Lane, Henrietta St., and Baileys

New St.

The following houses are to be demolished: Nos 1 and 34 Castle St., Nos 8 and 9

Hennessey’s Rd. and No. 24 Convent Hill.

Strategic Outer ‘C
Ring’ Relief Route

Inner Ring Route

Core Area Orbital
Route
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1.7.2 The traffic management measures proposed for each of the streets impacted by the

proposed Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme are indicated in Table 1.1 below. This

table should be reviewed in parallel with DBFL Drawing 152050-9001 entitled Proposed

Traffic Management Circulation Strategy (Day Time Strategy 11:00 to 18:30) which  is

on display at the council offices through the Part 8 consultation exercise.

1.7.3 Detailed drawings indicating the schemes specific infrastructure enhancement proposals

are contained within the accompanying A1 Book of Scheme Drawings. A total of 6 Public

Realm scheme drawings compiled by DHB Architects, and 8 number Traffic

Management Layout Drawings compiled by DBFL Consulting Engineers, are included

with this accompanying document.

FIGURE 1.4: Geographical Extent of the Proposed Infrastructure Works

1.7.4 Whilst FIGURE 1.4 above indicates which specific streets that are covered by the DHB

Architects and DBFL Consulting Engineers A1 sized drawings, FIGURE 1.5 and

FIGURE 1.6 below reveals the geographical coverage of the principal DHB and DBFL

drawings.

FIGURE 1.5: DHB Architects Scheme Drawings Coverage and Reference

FIGURE 1.6: DBFL Scheme Drawings Coverage and Reference

Refer  to  DBFL

Engineers Traffic

Management Layout

Drawings

Refer to DHB

Architects Public

Realm Drawings
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Table 1.1 Proposed Traffic Management Arrangements

Street Existing Arrangements Proposed Amendments
Drawing Reference

(A1 Book of Drawings)

Cork Road

Two-way traffic permitted Cycle lanes provided in both directions
Cork Rd/Tramore Rd junction realigned
Bus Lane provided northeast bound
Existing access to HSE Offices closed

Existing access to WIT closed to vehicular traffic. Pedestrian and cycle
access retained
New access to HSE Offices & WIT provided

DBFL Dwg 152050-2001 & 152050-
2002

College Street
Two-way traffic permitted Cycle lanes provided in both directions

Southeast bound movements onto Bath St prohibited
Residential car parking will be formalised along the northern side of the
road carriageway.

DBFL Dwg 152050-2002

Bath Street
Two-way traffic permitted Bath Street to become one-way (northwest bound).

New signal controlled junction created with Poleberry Street/Railway
Square Link Rd

Cycle lane provided northwest bound
Contraflow cycle lane provided southeast bound

DBFL Dwg 152050-2002

Railway
Square Link

Road

Two-way traffic permitted Railway Square Link Road to become one-way (south bound).
Railway Square Link Road/Poleberry Street/Bath Street junction to be
signalised

A bus lane will be provided along Railway Square Link Road
Cycle lane provided southbound
Contraflow cycle lane provided north bound

DBFL Dwg 152050-2002

Manor Street
Two-way traffic permitted Manor Street will permit one-way traffic (northeast bound traffic)

between the junctions of College St/Manor St/Bath St and Manor
Street/Railway Square;
A short section of Bus lane will be provided northeast bound

The Manor Street/Railway Square junction will be upgraded to a signal
controlled junction
Cycle lane provided northeast bound
Contraflow cycle lane provided southwest bound

DBFL Dwg 152050-2002 & 152050-
2003

Castle Street Two-way through traffic permitted Castle Street will no longer permit ‘through traffic’ and will
accommodate local access only with a turning facility provided

DBFL Dwg 152050-2003

Browns Lane One way (south bound) traffic
permitted

Two-way traffic permitted enabling access to the proposed multi-storey
car park

The Brown’s Lane/Newgate Street/Barrack Street junction to be
signalised

DBFL Dwg 152050-2003

Johns Lane Two-way traffic permitted Exit from the proposed multi-storey car park provided DBFL Dwg 152050-2003

John Street
Two-way traffic permitted One-way traffic permitted (northbound)

The existing taxi rank will be relocated
A pedestrianised/public seating area will be created within the Apple
Market area.

DHB Dwg PL -04

Conduit Lane
One way (north bound) traffic
permitted

No Change DHB Dwg PL -03

Exchange
Street

One way (south bound) traffic
permitted

No Change DHB Dwg PL -03

Keizer Street
One way (north bound) traffic
permitted

No Change DHB Dwg PL -03

Henrietta
Street

One way (south bound) traffic
permitted

Henrietta Street will be pedestrianised along the section between
Henrietta St/Custom House Parade (The Quay) junction and the Peter
Street/Henrietta St junction

Local Access only will be permitted along the southern section of
Henrietta St (Cathedral Close). Vehicles entering Henrietta St (Cathedral
Close) from the south must utilise the turning facility to exit the street.

DHB Dwg PL -03

Greyfriars
Street

Two-way traffic permitted, Cul-de-
sac

Greyfriars Street will be pedestrianised along its full length. DHB Dwg PL -02

Baileys New
Street

One way (south west bound)
traffic permitted

Baileys New Street will be pedestrianised along its full length. DHB Dwg PL -02

High Street
One way (east bound) traffic
permitted

High Street will be pedestrianised along the section between the Keizer
St/High St junction and the Henrietta St/High St junction

Along the remainder of High St one way traffic (westbound) will be
permitted

DHB Dwg PL -03

Olaf Street One way (north bound) traffic
permitted

The permitted direction of travel along Olaf Street will be reversed
allowing southbound traffic towards St Francis Place only.

DHB Dwg PL -03

St Francis
Place

One way (north bound) traffic
permitted

The permitted direction of travel along St Francis Place will be reversed
allowing southbound traffic towards Lady Lane only.

DHB Dwg PL -03

Cathedral
Close

One way (south bound) traffic
permitted

Local Access only will be permitted along the southern section of
Henrietta St (Cathedral Close). Vehicles entering Henrietta St (Cathedral
Close) from the south must utilise the turning facility to exit the street.

DHB Dwg PL -03

Arundel
Square

Two-way traffic permitted Only buses/taxis will be permitted to travel through Arundel Square
from 11:00-18:30, general traffic permitted at all other times

Access will be permitted for servicing/deliveries from 07:00-11:00 DHB Dwg PL -03

Peter Street Two-way traffic permitted Peter Street will permit one-way traffic (eastbound traffic) only The existing taxi Rank will be relocated to Patrick Street DHB Dwg PL -03
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Table 1.1 Continued

Street Existing Arrangements Proposed Amendments
Drawing Reference

(Part 8 Book of Drawings)

Bakehouse
Lane

One way (north bound) traffic
permitted

The permitted direction of travel along Bakehouse Lane will be reversed
allowing southbound traffic towards Lady Lane only.

DHB Dwg PL -03

Lady Lane One way (east bound) traffic
permitted

From the Bakehouse Lane/Lady Lane junction general traffic will be
permitted to travel westbound only towards Alexander Street

Only buses/taxis only will be permitted to travel eastbound along Lady
Lane from 11:00-18:30, general traffic permitted at all other times

DHB Dwg PL -03

Colbeck Street One way (south bound) traffic
permitted

Contra flow cycle lane to be provided DHB Dwg PL -03 & DBFL Dwg 152050-
2004

Patrick Street
Two-way traffic permitted Patrick Street will be will be changed from the current two-way traffic

flow arrangement and will permit one-way traffic towards Peter Street
(eastbound traffic) only

A contra flow cycle lane will be provided for westbound cyclists
A taxi rank will be provided (relocated from Peter Street)

DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

Michael Street
One way (south bound) traffic
permitted

The section of Michael Street between the Patrick Street/Michael
Street/Peter Street junction and the Lady Lane/Michael Street junction
will be pedestrianised

Access will be permitted for servicing/deliveries from 07:00-11:00 DHB Dwg PL -03 & PL -03

Alexander
Street

One way (east bound) traffic
permitted

The permitted direction of travel along Alexander Street will be reversed
allowing westbound traffic towards Stephen’s Street only

DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

Stephen’s
Street

Two-way traffic permitted Stephen’s Street will permit one-way traffic towards Newgate Street
(southbound) only

Contra flow cycle lane to be provided DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

Bachelors
Walk

Two-way traffic permitted Bachelors Walk will permit one-way traffic towards Stephen’s Street
(eastbound) only

DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

O’Briens
Street

Two-way traffic permitted O’Brien’s Street will permit one-way traffic towards Bachelors Walk
(northbound) only

DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

Newgate
Street

Two-way traffic permitted The Newgate Street/Stephen Street/New Street junction will be
signalised

DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

Mayors Walk
Two-way traffic permitted Mayors Walk will permit one-way traffic (north bound) between the

Mayors Walk/ Newgate St junction and the Mayors Walk/Bachelors Walk
junction

A northbound cycle lane is provided between the Mayors Walk/ Newgate
St junction and the Mayors Walk/ Patrick Street junction.
A southbound cycle lane is provided along the length of Mayors Walk

DBFL Dwg 152050-2005 & 152050-
2006

Convent Hill

Two-way traffic permitted Convent Hill will permit one-way traffic (southeast bound traffic) only
along the section of carriageway between the Barrack Street/Convent
Hill junction and the vehicular access/egress to the Edmund Rice
International Heritage Centre (Mount Sion)

Local Access will be permitted to the Edmund Rice International
Heritage Centre (Mount Sion) only

DBFL Dwg 152050-2006

Hennessey’s
Road

Two-way traffic permitted Residential car parking will be formalised along both sides of the road
carriageway where indicated on the drawings

The junction of Manor Hill/Hennessey’s Road will be signalised DBFL Dwg 152050-2006, 152050-
2002, 152050-2007

New Street One way (west bound) traffic
permitted

A new taxi rank will be provided DBFL Dwg 152050-2005

Shortcourse Two-way traffic permitted No Change DBFL Dwg 152050-2006

Barrack Street Two-way traffic permitted A short section of cycle lane provided for right turning cyclists onto
Manor Hill

DBFL Dwg 152050-2006

Blake’s Lane Two-way traffic permitted No Change DBFL Dwg 152050-2007

Manor Hill
Two-way traffic permitted The junction of Manor Hill/Hennessey’s Road will be signalised

Manor Hill will permit one-way traffic (northwest bound traffic towards
Barracks Street only) from the junction of Manor Hill/College
Street/Hennessey’s Road;

A cycle lane will be provided northwest bound
A contraflow cycle lane will be provided along Manor Hill between the
Manor Hill/Barrack Street junction and the Manor Hill/College
Street/Hennessey’s Road junction.

DBFL Dwg 152050-2006 & 152050-
2006

Poleberry
Street

Two-way traffic permitted New signal controlled junction created with Bath Street/Railway Square
Link Rd

DBFL Dwg 152050-2002

Parnell Street Two-way traffic permitted Cycle lanes provided in both directions DBFL Dwg 152050-2003 & 152050-
2004

Johnstown Two-way traffic permitted No Change DBFL Dwg 152050-2008

Millar’s Marsh
Link Road

Two-way traffic permitted No Change DBFL Dwg 152050-2008
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CHAPTER 2

Planning Context
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2.0 PLANNING CONTEXT

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 The evaluation and preliminary design of the proposed Waterford City Centre Urban Renewal 2015

scheme works has been influenced by national, regional and local planning and policy objectives.

The following section details the relevant key documents at national, regional and local levels.

2.2 NATIONAL POLICY

2.2.1 It is increasingly acknowledged that transport and travel trends in Ireland are unsustainable. Even

following the last decade’s much needed investment in transport infrastructure, if we continue with

previous policies, the government forecasts that congestion will get worse, transport emissions will

continue to grow, economic competitiveness will suffer and quality of life will decline.

2.2.2  To address these critical issues the government adopted Smarter Travel – A Sustainable

Transport Future which details a new transport policy for Ireland over the period 2009 to 2020.

This  new  policy  framework  sets  out  the  steps  that  need  to  be  taken  if  a  sustainable  travel  and

transport  system is  to  be  delivered  by  2020.  To  achieve  the  required  level  of  sustainability,  the

policy document clearly states that change in personal behaviour will be necessary, changes in

public policy in relation to settlement patterns will be required and continued investment in

sustainable modes of travel will be needed.

2.2.3 Achieving sustainable transport will require a suite of multi modal focused actions that will have

complementary impacts in terms of travel demand, mode choice and emissions. Accordingly

Smarter Travel – A Sustainable Transport Future contains 49 specific integrated actions

which can be grouped into essentially four overarching themes as follows:

Actions to reduce distance travelled by private car and encourage smarter travel, including

focusing  population  growth  in  areas  of  employment  and  to  encourage  people  to  live  in

close  proximity  to  places  of  employment  and  the  use  of  pricing  mechanisms  or  fiscal

measures to encourage behavioural change;

Actions  aimed  at  ensuring  that  alternatives  to  the  car  are

more widely available, mainly through a radically improved

public transport service and through investment in cycling

and walking,

Actions aimed at improving the fuel efficiency of motorised

transport through improved fleet structure, energy efficient

driving and alternative technologies, and

Actions aimed at strengthening institutional arrangements to deliver the targets.

2.2.4 Over the past two decades there has been a steep decline in cycling across Ireland. With the

objective of addressing this recent trend the ‘National Cycle Policy Framework, 2009-2020’

(NCPF) was published by the Department of Transport in 2009. The framework outlines 19 specific

objectives and 109 actions that have been identified with the aim of creating a strong cycling

culture in Ireland with a specific aim of, 10% of all  journeys being made by bicycle by the year

2020. A number of the key objectives detailed include;

Objective 1:  Support  the  planning,  development  and  design  of  towns  and  cities  in  a

cycling and pedestrian friendly way.

Objective 2: Ensure that the urban road infrastructure is designed / retrofitted so as to be

cyclist-friendly and that traffic management measures are also cyclist friendly.

Objective 4: Provide cycling-friendly routes to all schools, adequate cycling parking

facilities within schools, and cycling training to all school pupils.

Objective 7: Provide secure parking for bikes.

2.3 REGIONAL POLICY

2.3.1 Whilst subsumed into the area governed by the Southern Regional

Assembly in 2015, the previously adopted Regional Planning Guidelines

(RPG’s) compiled by the South East Regional Authority seek to ‘provide a

strategic planning framework for the South-East region with the

objective  of  implementing  the  National  Spatial  Strategy  at  a  regional

level and achieving balanced regional development.’ The RPGs have

forecast  a  population  increase  for  Waterford  City  &  Environs  from

56,500 in 2010 to 62,500 in 2022.

2.3.2 The plans states;

“Until recently the planning of the built environment had being dictated primarily by

the geometry of road design. This has had the effect of encouraging car use, even for

journeys which would be better made by walking or cycling.

Reversing this trend entails planning with all forms of movement in mind, not just the

design of road layouts. Movement on foot, by bicycle or by public transport should be
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as easy and convenient as using the car. This does not mean excluding the car; what

is  required  is  an  appropriate  balance  between  traffic  and  other  uses  to  create

attractive, lively, safe and interesting environments.”

“PPO 5.1 Planning Authorities should prepare Local Transport Plans as part of City or

County Development Plans, in accordance with the Guidelines set out in ‘Smarter

Travel: A Sustainable Transport Future’. Local Transport Plans should include Targets

for  Modal  Change  to  more  sustainable  means  of  travel  over  the  Development  Plan

period. The plans should include a programme of measures to achieve the Targets

within the timeframe.”

PPO 5.5 It is an objective of the Regional Authority to Support the provision of public

transport services and preserving land in suitable locations for development of public

transport infrastructure and ancillary facilities, such as QBCs, bus lanes, park and ride

facilities, cycle & walkways, taxi ranks, and through public transport supportive

parking and traffic management policies, bus lane and bus idle areas;…….”

2.3.3 It has been identified that in order for the region to function more effectively and to contribute to

the  National  target  of  cycling  to  reach  10%  of  all  journeys  made  by  2020,  the  high  levels  of

reliance on the private car needs to be reduced to allow a more sustainable transport future to be

achieved.

2.3.4 In relation to walking and cycling the RPG policy PPO 5.8 has set the following objectives;-

‘To  support  walking  and  cycling  as  the  mode  of  first  choice  for  journeys  up  to  7

kilometres’

‘To  promote  and  facilitate  the  sustainable  development  of  cycling  and  walking

facilities in the region’

‘To promote the development of cycling by construction and improvement of cycle

links within the region’

2.3.5 Whilst the RPG policy in regard to the sustainable management of movement is detailed in policy

objective PPO 5.9 as follows;

PPO 5.9 The Regional Authority will support measures to prioritise improved

pedestrian use and traffic calming and cycling facilities as part of an integrated

approach to the sustainable management of movement.

2.4 LOCAL POLICY

2.4.1 The  design  of  the  Waterford  City  Urban  Renewal  Scheme  2015  is  guided  by  the  current

Waterford City and County Council Development Plan (2013-2019) which contains a number of

Policies and Objectives which support the proposed Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme 2015

and includes the following overall goal:-

 “The overarching goal for Waterford City is to fulfil its role as a Gateway City and,

as the economic driver of the South East Region, to facilitate the provision of key

investment priorities whilst ensuring the City develops in a balanced, sustainable,

transport friendly and attractive way with good quality of life and opportunities for

all citizens. The image and attractiveness of the City and the quality of life it offers

are fundamental and shall be protected and enhanced through policies and

objectives of the Development Plan.”

2.4.2 The  Development  Plan  reveals  that  this  overall  goal  is  to  be  achieved  through  the  following

policies:

POL 1.1.2 To facilitate the delivery of key infrastructure.

POL 1.1.3 To  realise  the  potential  of  the  City  Centre  as  a  national  and  regional

attraction which is vibrant and lived in, has a strong retail and cultural offering, and a

high quality public realm.

POL 1.1.5 To protect the retail primacy of the City Centre.

POL 1.1.6 To facilitate a good quality public transport system and a choice of

transport modes within the City in accordance with the existing Green Routes

Strategy and Smarter Travel National Guidance.

POL 1.1.10 To promote social inclusion and to facilitate equality of access to

employment, education, transport, housing and social and cultural facilities.

Core  Strategy  Objective  OBJ  2.1.11 To facilitate improved access to the City

through more sustainable transport modes.

2.4.3 In the context of the City Centre, the plan states that the councils aim to “protect the role of the

city  centre  and  support  its  expansion  as  an  economic  force  and  capital  of  the  region”  can be
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achieved through the following policies which the proposed Waterford City Urban Renewal

Scheme 2015 supports and adheres to:

POL 4.3.5 To facilitate the development of an accessible city centre, with particular

reference to persons with disabilities, pedestrians and cyclists and to improve the

availability of public transport, and short term parking, within easy reach of the

central area.

POL 5.4.15 To provide for better connectivity between John Roberts Square and

Railway Square.

Transportation

2.4.4 Within the section dedicated to the topic of transportation the Waterford City Development Plan

reveals it is the Councils desire to “achieve a balance of travel supply and demand in Waterford”

and tackle congestion by encouraging a modal shift to public transport and non-car modes that

can be achieved by “developing improved public transport services and other sustainable modes”.

Accordingly the following development plan policies and objectives underpin the Waterford City

Urban Renewal Scheme proposals:

OBJ 6.2.1 To provide a city wide cycle network to link all areas of the city to each

other via main routes.

OBJ 6.2.13 To facilitate and promote the continued enhancement of the public

transport bus service, through further expansion of: the green routes, realtime

passenger information, provision of high quality bus shelters, traffic management

measures, and by ensuring that the design and layout of the neighbourhoods

facilitate the expansion of the bus service.

OBJ 6.2.14 To further develop the existing network of cycleways on the existing

road network, within and between the neighbourhoods and within selected amenity

areas.

OBJ 6.2.15 Continue to develop and implement a parking strategy for the City

Centre and its fringe areas.

OBJ 6.2.16 Continue to implement a HGV Management Strategy.
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CHAPTER 3

Public Realm Strategy
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3.0 PUBLIC REALM STRATEGY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 Waterford City and County Council intends to make a Part 8 planning application for works to the second phase

of the refurbishment of the city’s public realm. The nature and extent of these works is set out in the attached

proposals and the description below. This submission has been prepared by the design team in close

collaboration with the architectural and engineering services of the Local Authority.

3.1.2 The public realm design team consists of dhbArchitects Ltd, design team leaders with Frank Fox and Associates,

Civil and Structural engineers; Douglas Carroll Consulting Engineers, Mechanical and Electrical consultants;

Nolan Construction Consultants, Quantity Surveyors, and Ove Arups and Partners, Lighting Design Consultants.

3.2 NEED FOR THE WORKS

3.2.1 The proposals are part of an ongoing campaign of improvements to the fabric of the public spaces within

Waterford city which started with the redevelopment of the former Red Square  (now John Roberts’ Square)

and Barronstrand Street during the early years of the last decade, and most recently saw the revamping of the

Mall and the Viking Triangle.

3.2.2 This phase of the public realm strategy will see the redevelopment of those streets which link this cultural

quarter to the more commercial areas of City Square and the John Street – Broad Street axis. It will include a

significant redesign of both the Apple Market and Arundel Square.  This much-improved city centre environment

will be of a consistently high quality, providing a pleasing environment for tourists, residents and traders alike.

It will encourage commercial footfall and will increase visitor numbers while enhancing the sustainability of

Waterford city as a centre for community, cultural and commercial activities.

3.2.3 The facilitating of increased footfall and pedestrian traffic goes hand-in-hand with a reduction in levels of traffic

as well as better regulation of deliveries and public transport. This requirement has led to a set of proposals to

streamline traffic movement and parking within the core sensitive area, while anticipating additional commercial

uses and their traffic requirements, such as the new shopping centre planned for the Michael St/New St site.

Accordingly the following core area public realm strategy is underpinned by;

the transportation management strategy summarised in Chapter 4

the corresponding drawings included within the accompanying A1 Book of Scheme Drawings, and

the Strategy Drawings on public display at Council Offices during the Part 8 public consultation exercise.
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3.3 NATURE OF THE WORKS

3.3.1 These Part 8 proposals for the core areas public realm relate to the following Streets and spaces; Colbeck

Street, Saint Francis Place, Olaf Street, High Street (from Keizer Street to Blackfriars), Arundel Square and

Peter Street (from Broad Street to City Square), Lady Lane, Michael Street, and John Street and Apple

Market.

3.3.2 The works will consist primarily of the repaving and recovering of the street surfaces as far as the

thresholds  of  the  facades  as  well  as  the  provision  of  new  street  lighting,  street  furniture  and  in  some

cases,  public  art  pieces.  The  works  will  require  some  localised  relocation  of  services  and  utilities  on  a

space by space basis. The works will be organised to ensure minimum disruption to local businesses and

residents and it is expected that no premises will have to close during the works.

3.3.3 In the case of the Apple Market, a covering over the full extent of this space is proposed. This covering is

a modern version of the traditional market covering associated with the space. It will consist of a reflective

canopy ceiling over the central triangular area with higher glazed coverings to the edges and over John

Street. The purpose of this covering is to provide sheltered seating areas on the three sides of this

triangular ‘square’ so that it can be used to its full potential. The central area with the reflective ceiling will

mirror the activities taking place below. These can include cultural events, casual interactions, friendly

gatherings and musical performances. Public and access traffic (as well as residential access to Spring

Garden Alley) will circulate below this covering, thus freeing up the John St/Michael St axis for pedestrian

and commercial use (the maps outlining the proposed new traffic arrangements for the all of the areas are

covered in the accompanying DBFL drawings).

FIGURE 3.1 Proposed Public Realm Works Site Plan. See drawings 14-03-WPR-PL02-

A
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3.4 DESIGN APPROACH

Context

3.4.1 The starting point for these design proposals was the existing context and in particular its material aspects. Over the

last number of public realm projects, as mentioned above, the City has developed a consistent approach to refining a

suitable palette of materials for the city. This palette is composed primarily of a grey or black (polished) Irish

limestone and a grey or red Spanish granite (the grey is very similar to Irish Carlow granite).  A recent addition to

this palette is the beige-yellow Ballylusk gravel.

Surface Treatment

3.4.2 The primary approach to the paved surfaces is to provide an elegant, level and low maintenance surface treatment

with simplicity of detailing for any necessary additions or accessories such as handrails and drainage channels etc.

Small changes in surface level will be provided between pedestrian areas and footpaths and vehicular lanes to draw

the attention of the visually impaired. The principle is one of shared surfaces where vehicles are required to slow

down and give way to pedestrians while pedestrians are made aware of vehicular movement through changes to

surface texture and level. The design focuses on removing obstacles to free movement such as signage poles and

lampposts and keeping the finished surfaces free of clutter, both physical and visual.

Accessibility

3.4.3 The new surfaces are almost all level and smooth, providing access for all, especially the ambient. Disabled and

visually impaired. Steps have been avoided, except where natural level changes provide no other option (such as

along the edge of Colbeck Street and the Bishop’s Palace garden). Generally, throughout the proposed new surfaced

areas, the only changes in level occur between pedestrian and vehicular routes, and are confined to the minimum

25mm ‘step’ in order to facilitate guide dogs. Any other natural level changes are dealt with by means of gentle

slopes or ramps.

FIGURE 3.2 John Roberts Square, Waterford City. Completed by

Waterford City Council, 2002.

FIGURE 3.3 Hanover Street, Waterford City. Completed by

Waterford City Council, 2002.
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3.5 DESIGN OF PLACES

Apple Market

3.5.1 The intention for this space is to remove obstacles to free movement of people and reinstate a level ground plane following the natural fall of the land from

John Street to the corner at Spring Garden Alley. This surface will be finished in reflective, robust materials and there will be permanent, built-in seating

along the setting-out lines.

3.5.2 When considering the requirement for a covering to the Apple Market area the primary design concerns were;  ensuring protection from the elements while

maintaining  adequate  levels  of  natural  light  and  ventilation;  respecting  the  scale  of  the  space,  particularly  the  façade  height  lines;  having  an  open,

uncluttered market area with as little structure as possible meeting the ground plane; allowing sufficient distance between the canopy and the surrounding

structures to allow for their maintenance, and providing an exciting and dynamic space for the public and for visitors while redefining the identity of the

space.

3.5.3 These design criteria have led to the current proposals which include a central, triangular, covered area which literally mirrors the area of the traditional

Apple market and the activities within in by means of a highly polished ceiling surface in stainless steel. The frontages forming this triangle; Michael St/John

St, the Apple market and the façade of the Hub are covered with glazed canopies which are significantly higher than the central space and cover seated

areas outside the licensed premises and restaurants around the square. The structure is designed so that the number of columns is minimised (eight in all).

This allows for a relatively unobstructed area for public assembly and performance etc. as well as for vehicle movements, as the space must continue to

accommodate certain types of traffic at certain times. A trussed structure is the most efficient way to cover the large spans required and this will be refined

at the next stage of the design.

John Street

3.5.4 This thoroughfare starts at its junction with Parnell Street (known in traditional Waterford circles as the Car Stand) and continues past the

Apple Market to Michael Street. It widens into a small, triangular public space on the left hand side, before widening into a larger triangle at

the Apple Market. This initial triangle is set out in Ballylusk gravel and planted with trees. The mouth of the street as far as the Car Stand is

narrowed by the addition of a smaller area of Ballylusk. The vista towards Apple Market is defined by the two lines of trees on the left and the

point of the canopy peeping out from behind the line of façade on the right. The finishes to the ground consist of grey limestone at the Car

Stand junction and granite from the smaller triangle onwards.

3.5.5 The carriageway in the centre of the street, whose width is determined by the width of two buses passing each other, is finished with tar and

chip. This tar and chip theme is continued under the Apple Market canopy (see above) while the rest of the street is paved in granite, forming

one continuous, homogenous surface through Michael Street and onto Broad Street.

FIGURE 3.4 Apple Seller,

Apple Market.

FIGURE 3.5 Apple Market Canopy, Concept

Sketch.
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Design of Places - Apple Market
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Arundel Square

3.5.6 The approach adopted in the case of this venerable space, one of the oldest in the city, is based on a study of the square’s evolution

from a small central space to the long rectangular configuration we know today. The fact that historically the square underwent three

changes of state as blocks of buildings were sequentially removed is expressed in the three different characters of place that we are

proposing. In the centre, bordered by the outlet of Arundel Lane is the location of the original square which used to contain a fountain

a water source and later a pump for drinking water (the outlet from this pump flowed down to the key via a pipe or ‘conduit’ under the

lane of the same name). This piece of local history will be celebrated by the location of a water feature in this square, the surface of

which it is intended to form with the recycled flagstones that are currently along the library footpath on Lady Lane.

3.5.7 The other ‘squares’ are in fact rectangular and extend from each side of the central area as far as Peter Street and Blackfriars

respectively. Their corners are marked out by trees, which help to restructure and realign the urban space. This will be a space of

pedestrian movement and public transport and service vehicles primarily. Current obstacles such as the raised brick planters and the

awkward level changes will be eliminated in favour of a level surface falling naturally to an even slope.

3.5.8 There will be an opportunity for public art and sculpture in these spaces, as indicated on the proposal drawings.

Peter Street

3.5.9 Only that part of Peter Street from Broad Street to City Square is included in these works. The surfaces here will facilitate pedestrian access from the main commercial axis and Ballybricken (via

Patrick Street) into City Square. There will be a regular flow of bus and taxi transport with stops and drop-off points close to the commercial centre. The vehicular traffic will run on a tar and

chip surface before being diverted down Bakehouse Lane, with public transport being allowed through Arundel Square. The pedestrian areas will be finished in granite with limestone lane

markings and kerbs.

FIGURE 3.6 Arundel Square, 1st Ordnance

Survey Map 1840
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Design of Places - Apple Market
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Colbeck Street

3.5.10 This street, along with the initial part of John Street, forms one of the main entry points to the city centre from the eastern side

of  the  city.  It  crosses  the  line  of  the  city  wall  which  was  once  defined  by  Colbeck  gate.  It  is  proposed  to  mark  this  historic

threshold with a modern interpretation of a ‘rampart’, built out into the width of the street and as a continuation of the line of

the wall which forms the backdrop to the lower garden of the Bishop’s Palace.  The retaining wall along the side of the upper

garden will be removed and replaced by a stepped transition between street and garden. These steps will be planted in places

and will also form seats in order to extend the garden ambience along this edge. The lower reaches of the street, outside the

wall, will be treated as an ‘urban parlour’ – a seating area for informal interaction – which is also level with the lower garden

and can be seen as a hard-landscaped extension of it. The street slopes gently and evenly towards the Cathedral mound and is

finished in granite with limestone striping, resembling a stepped motif, and inviting the visitor up into the heart of the city.

High Street

3.5.11 Once the main commercial street of the city, this axis has become primarily a vehicle thoroughfare and a deliveries area for City

Square shopping centre. It is an important axis for linking the Viking Triangle to John Roberts Square. The treatment of the

surfaces here will ensure a continuous pedestrian surface in granite from High Street to Conduit Lane, and the making safe of

foot traffic past the entrance to the City Square centre. Pedestrians will be encouraged to move towards Arundel Square by

following a new line of trees along the continuous footpath on the northern side of the street.

Lady Lane

3.5.12 Extending from Colbeck Street to Michael Street, Lady Lane was an important post-medieval thoroughfare, containing some of

the earliest classical town houses in the City. It has quite a variety of functions along its length, including, an important public

building (the city library), residential and day-care facilities, as well as religious, sporting and commercial facilities. This diversity

of  uses  makes  it  an  attractive  and  interesting  walk  and  this  is  reflected  in  the  treatment  of  the  surfaces  and  spaces.  The

residential activities are acknowledged in a widening of the street into an urban parlour at Lady Trees are used here to define

seating areas and again outside the Franciscan Friary car entrance to calm traffic. The library entrance is marked by another

urban parlour and an alternating finish of areas of granite and tar-and-chip to the vehicle lane also serves to slow things down.
FIGURE 3.8 Lady Lane. Perspective Sketch.

FIGURE 3.7 Colbeck St. Perspective Sketch.
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Olaf Street

3.5.13 The finishes here are a continuation round the corner of the strategy adopted on High Street; the band closest to

the City Square Centre is reserved for vehicular traffic, and the side containing residential frontage has a wide

granite footpath with trees and some car parking spaces (including disabled access spaces).

St Francis Place

3.5.14 There is an opportunity here to expand the street as it runs past the Friary entrance to create a mini-plaza. An

urban parlour is being provided in the centre of the Place and granite is used on all the surfaces, especially in front

of the entrance to the church.

FIGURE 3.9 St Francis Place. Perspective Sketch.
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3.6 MATERIALS SELECTION

3.6.1 The palette of materials will be the same as those already used in previous phases of this work. This includes the limestone and granite mentioned above as well as the Ballylusk gravel. Along

the vehicular routes, a tar and chip surface is proposed. The character and brightness of this surface can be controlled by varying the colour and amount of the chippings used. The location of

the areas of the respective materials proposed is shown on the accompanying street plan drawings.

3.7 LIGHTING

3.7.1 Given the narrow nature of many of these streets and the desire to ‘unclutter’ the spaces, the general street lighting to these areas will be by means of fittings hanging centrally on cables

suspended from the facades. In other places, wayfinding elements such as the campanile of the Friary will be illuminated. There will be lighting around the seated areas in the’ urban parlours’,

providing oases of more localised lighting within the general streetscape. In the Apple Market, the new structure and canopies will provide the support for the public lighting and will include

suspended ‘feature’ light fittings as well as general ambient lighting.

FIGURE 3.13 Overhead ambient catenary lighting. FIGURE 3.14 Recessed uplighting of landscaping FIGURE 3.15 Recessed LED Lighting to

stone seating

FIGURE 3.10 Typical material selection.

Limestone, limestone edging, granite

setts.

FIGURE 3.12 Granite settsFIGURE 3.11 Granite paving

slabs.
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CHAPTER 4

Traffic Management Strategy
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4.0 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

4.1 DESIGN APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

4.1.1 In addition to international best practice the identified Strategy has been prepared with

reference to the following guidance documents:-

Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS)

National Cycle Manual

Traffic Management Guidelines; and

Traffic Signs Manual.

4.2 CORE AREA USER HIERARCHY

4.2.1 In producing the proposed Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme 2015 scheme designs

DBFL have adopted a User Hierarchy (FIGURE 4.1) within which the ‘core area’ places

a level of priority on the more sustainable modes of transport with Pedestrians at the

top level and Non Essential Vehicle Traffic assigned the lowest level of priority.

FIGURE 4.1   ‘Core Area’ User Hierarchy

4.2.2 The overall movement and accessibility strategies for each of the different sections of

the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme 2015 area as influenced by a total of 7 sub

strategies as detailed in the following sections

4.3 PEDESTRIANS

4.3.1 Throughout the city centre’s core area pedestrians are provided with the highest level of

priority over other road users in terms of accessibility. Details of the proposed

Pedestrian  Strategy  for  the  Waterford  City  Urban  Renewal  Scheme  are  provided  on

DBFL drawing 152050-2020 contained within Appendix D.

4.3.2 The Strategy depicted within these Part 8 documents incorporate the outstanding

elements (Henrietta St, Peter St (East) & High St (East)) of the previously permitted

Viking Triangle works.

4.3.3 In  reference to  Section  3  of  this  report  and DHB drawings  PL-02 to  PL-04 (contained

within the Part 8 Book of Drawings) which provide details of the upgraded pedestrian

surfaces and facilities, there are also several streets within the scheme area which are

to benefit from enhancements to the pedestrian environment namely:

Baileys New Street;

Henrietta Street – the section between the Henrietta St/Custom House Parade

(The Quay) junction and the Peter Street/Henrietta St (Cathedral Close) junction;

High Street – the section between the Keizer St/High St junction and the Henrietta

St/High St junction;

Michael Street – the section between the Patrick Street/Michael Street/Peter

Street junction and the Lady Lane/Michael Street junction; and

John Street – the section between the John Street/Spring Garden Alley junction

and the John Street/New Street/Michael Street junction.

4.3.4 In the last number of years Henrietta Street and Baileys New Street leading to the area

surrounding the Christ Church Cathedral (Cathedral Square, Cathedral Close, and Flaggy

Lane) underwent public realm improvements (Viking Triangle works) which provided

enhanced and high quality pedestrian surfaces. The proposed pedestrian enhancements

identified for Baileys New Street, Henrietta Street and High Street will provide dedicated

east-west vehicle free routes for pedestrians from the Viking Triangle directly to/from

one of the existing main retail areas of the City Centre.

4.3.5 Furthermore the proposed pedestrian enhancements identified for Michael Street and

John Street as referred to above (paragraph 4.3.3), will provide a comprehensive high

quality continuous pedestrian north-south route through the main retail area of the City

between The Quay (via the existing pedestrian streets of Barronstrand Street, Broad

Street and the southern section of Michael Street) and John Street.

Level 2 - CYCLISTS

Level 7 - NON ESSENTIAL CITY CENTRE VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

Level 6 - OTHER CITY CENTRE DESTINATION VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

Level 5 - LOCAL BUSINESS ‘SERVICE’ TRAFFIC

Level 4 - LOCAL RESIDENT TRAFFIC

Level 3 - PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Level 1 - PEDESTRIANS
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4.3.6 As indicated on DBFL drawings 152050-2001 to 152050-2008 (contained within the Part

8 Book of Drawings), throughout the remainder of the Waterford City Urban Renewal

Scheme area there are numerous pedestrian improvements which will be provided in

the form of widened pedestrian footways, upgraded pedestrian crossing facilities, new

pedestrian crossing facilities along the pedestrian desire line and shorter pedestrian

crossing distances.

4.3.7 The provision of the aforementioned vehicle free routes (during peak pedestrian times)

and the upgraded pedestrian facilities throughout the Waterford City Urban Renewal

Scheme area will help to create a public realm that is highly accessible to all

pedestrians.

4.4 CYCLE STRATEGY

4.4.1 In reference to DBFL drawing 152050-2028 contained within Appendix D, a Cycling

Strategy for the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme area has been devised to

encourage greater uptake of cycling within Waterford City whilst taking cognisance of

the requirements of the National Cycle Manual.

4.4.2 Where  possible  improved  junction  and  street  layouts  are  proposed  in  addition  to  the

provision of conveniently located on street cycle parking within the Core City area.

4.4.3 Within the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme area cycle facilities in the form of

cycle lanes/tracks will be provided along the Cork Road-Manor Street-Parnell Street

corridor which will tie into the existing cycle facilities along The Mall, creating a

comprehensive northeast –southwest route for cyclists.

4.4.4 Furthermore cycle facilities are proposed along the College Street-Manor Street road

corridor which will provide a northwest-southeast cycle route across the city.

4.4.5 Within the core city area, cycle facilities in the form of cycle lanes/tracks and contra

flow cycle lanes are proposed (as indicated DBFL drawing 152050-2005 contained

within  the  Part  8  Book of  Drawings)  along the  Mayors  Walk,  Patrick  Street,  Stephens

Street road corridors.

4.4.6 Cyclists can also benefit from the use of specific pedestrian streets throughout the city.

In all other streets as indicated on DBFL drawing 152050 cyclists must share the road

carriageway with vehicular traffic, however due to the now proposed general traffic

strategy, which is discussed later in this report, it is anticipated that traffic flows/levels

through the core area will be reduced in conjunction with the reduction of vehicle

speeds.

4.5 PUBLIC TRANSPORT STRATEGY

4.5.1 The provision of a high quality, efficient and reliable public transport system for the city

is central to the transportation strategy outlined in Chapter 6 of the Waterford City

Development Plan (2013-2019). This accords with the key principles of PLUTS 2004-

2020 and Department of Transport Policy ‘Smarter Travel: A Sustainable Transport

Future’. The improved public transport system when fully implemented will provide

further improvements to the City’s accessibility and encourage modal shift to more

sustainable transport modes. Both the City Development Plan and the Regional Planning

Guidelines acknowledge the importance of public transport in unlocking Waterford City’s

growth potential.

4.5.2 The  bus  routes  of  the  existing  Public  Transport  Strategy  for  the  city  is  indicated  on

DBFL drawing 152050-2022 (Appendix D). It can be seen that Bus Eireann service

numbers 605, 603, 360, 601 and 602 are currently routed via Parnell Street, The Mall

and The Quay. During peak periods these bus services experience significant delays to

their journey times due to traffic congestion along these routes. Furthermore, with the

exception of Bus Eireann service number 602, the aforementioned bus services do not

penetrate the core city area. As a result passengers are required to walk longer

distances to reach their intended destination within the core city area.

4.5.3 The proposed Public Transport Strategy is indicated on DBFL drawing 152050-2023

(Appendix D). The proposed Strategy directs inbound Bus Eireann service numbers 605,

602, 603 and 360 into the core city centre negating the need for them to travel along

Parnell Street and The Mall. Similarly outbound Bus Eireann service numbers 601, 605

and 360 are again routed through the core city area. The penetration of these routes

through the city core area enables passengers to be set down/picked up closer to their

intended city centre origins/destinations, thus providing more attractive and accessible

bus services, which in turn will encourage the uptake of bus travel. Furthermore new

and relocated bus interchange locations are provided to enable the bus services to

become more directly accessible.

4.5.4 In  addition  to  the  provision  of  re-routed  more  direct  bus  services  only  buses  (and

potentially taxis) will be permitted to travel through both Arundel Square and Lady Lane
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during daytime hours (11:00-18:30), as such the bus services operating along these

routes will not be affected by traffic congestion which should help towards reducing

journey times and enhancing journey time reliability.

4.5.5 In conjunction with the rerouted bus services and the new/relocated bus interchanges,

bus lanes will be provided northeast bound along the Cork Road through the Cork

Road/Manor Street/Bath Street junction and southwest bound along the Railway Square

Link  Road  up  to  the  Railway  Square  Link  Road/Poleberry  Street/Bath  Street  junction,

which will enable buses to bypass vehicle queues at these junctions.

4.6 TAXI STRATEGY

4.6.1 Similar to the proposed Bus Strategy, taxis will be permitted to travel through both

Arundel Square (subject to further studies) and Lady Lane during daytime hours (11:00-

18:30).  Accordingly  taxi  services  operating  along  these  routes  will  not  be  affected  by

peak period traffic congestion.

4.6.2 In order to determine a proposed Taxi Strategy for the Waterford City Urban Renewal

Scheme  area,  the  existing  taxi  rank  provision  had  to  be  established  (Table  4.1).  In

reference to DBFL drawing 152050-2025 (Appendix D) and Table 4.1, there are

currently 7 principal taxi ranks within the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme area, 5

of which operate during daytime hours. The total day time capacity at these ranks have

been calculated as accommodating 31 taxi spaces, whilst the night time capacity at the

taxi  ranks  is  64  taxi  spaces.  There  are  safety  concerns  regarding  the  location  of  the

existing John Street taxi rank during night time hours due to the large quantity of

people exiting the surrounding public house/night club establishments onto the road

carriageway of the John Street/Manor Street/Parnell Street junction in turn restricting

the carriageway for both taxis and general traffic.

4.6.3 In  order  to  deliver  the  Waterford  City  Urban  Renewal  Scheme  proposals  it  will  be

necessary to relocate some of the existing taxi ranks to more suitable accessible

locations. Again the taxi  ranks will  have different capacities during day time and night

time hours. In reference to DBFL drawings 152050-2026 and 152050-2027 (Appendix

D), it can be seen that:

The  existing  Peter  Street  rank  (Arundel  Square,  Lady  Lane,  Michael  St)  will  be

relocated to Patrick Street;

The existing John Street (North) rank will be relocated further south onto John

Street on the opposite side of the John Street/Manor Street/Parnell Street

junction. A new overflow taxi rank will provided within the Millars Marsh car park

which  will  feed  into  the  John  Street  rank  via  the  Crowes  Lane/John  Street

junction; and

A new day time taxi rank will be provided on New Street which will accommodate

patrons of the proposed Apple Market Shopping Centre development.

4.6.4 Table 4.2 details the proposed taxi rank provision that will be accommodated as part of

the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme. It can be seen that the proposed taxi rank

strategy will accommodate a total of 64 day time taxi spaces, whilst at night there will

be 62 taxi rank spaces.

Table 4.1: Existing Taxi Rank Capacity
Taxi
Rank
Ref

Location
Daytime Hours Night Time Hours

Capacity Capacity

1
Bus Station A 3 3

Bus Station B - 4

2 Coal Quay 5 5

3 The Mall - 4

4 Parnell Street - 12

5 Railway Square 4 4

6 Peter St.  (Arundel Square, Lady Lane, Michael St) 14 14

7 John Street 5 17

Total Taxi Rank Capacity 31 63

Table 4.2 :Proposed Taxi Rank Capacity
Taxi
Rank
Ref

Location
Daytime Hours Night Time Hours

Capacity Capacity

1
Bus Station A 3 3

Bus Station B - 4

2 Coal Quay 5 5

3 The Mall - 4

4 Parnell Street Relocated Relocated

5 Railway Square Relocated Relocated

6 Peter St.  (Arundel Square, Lady Lane, Michael St) Relocated Relocated

7 John Street Relocated Relocated

8 New Street 10 -

9 Patrick Street 17 17

10 Johnstown
John Street 6 6

Millars Marsh 23 23

Total Taxi Rank Capacity 64 62
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4.6.5 As indicated on DBFL drawing 152050-2027 (Appendix D), the proposed taxi rank

strategy results in pedestrians within the core city area not having to walk more than

150m  to  reach  a  taxi  rank  during  day  time  hours.  At  night  the  main  trip  attractors

(public houses/nightclubs/cinema/restaurants) are also within 150m walking distance of

a taxi rank.

4.6.6 The proposed taxi rank day time strategy will result in an additional 33 extra taxi rank

spaces,  whilst  during  the  night  time hours  there  will  be  a  comparable  number  of  taxi

rank spaces.

4.7 SERVICING & DELIVERY STRATEGY

4.7.1 The proposed Servicing & Delivery traffic strategy for the Waterford City Urban Renewal

Scheme area is indicated on DBFL drawing 152050-2024 contained within Appendix D.

Delivery/Service vehicles will be permitted to use loading bays provided during the

specified hours of 07:00-12:00 Monday to Friday (or at times indicated by existing

regulations), whilst from 12:00-18:30 the loading bays will revert to Pay & Display

Parking for general vehicles.

4.7.2 Delivery/Service vehicles (Rigid Vehicles Only) will be permitted to travel

through/around  the  city  via  the  core  city  orbital  two-way  links  and  one  way  links,

utilising the same traffic restrictions as general traffic, with the exception of the routes

where existing HGV or weight restrictions apply.

4.7.3 At present there is a trial being undertaken by Waterford City and County Council which

restricts 5 Axle vehicles from travelling through or entering the core city area (FIGURE

4.2). Should this trial be implemented as a permanent solution, the proposed Servicing

& Deliveries traffic strategy for the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme area will also

apply these restrictions.

4.7.4 Delivery/Service vehicles will be permitted to service the proposed and existing

pedestrian streets outside the specified hours of the restricted 11:00-18:30 period, or at

times indicated by existing regulations. The specific times may be modified on a street

by street basis subject to further analysis and stakeholder requirements.

4.7.5 Similarly,  within the proposed bus (and taxi) only streets of Arundel Square and Lady

Lane, delivery/service vehicles will be permitted to enter these streets in accordance

with the proposed time restrictions.

FIGURE 4.2 Proposed 5 Axle Ban

4.8 GENERAL TRAFFIC & PARKING STRATEGY

General Traffic

4.8.1 The proposed General Traffic Strategy (DBFL drawing 152050-2021, Appendix D) for

the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme area focuses on removing non-essential

through traffic from the core city centre area whilst retaining ‘local’ access for residents

and community facilities. The Strategy encourages vehicle drivers to make their routing

decisions prior to reaching the city centre thus negating the need for non-essential

traffic within the city centre, particularly from Browns Lane, John Street, New Street,

Patrick Street, Arundel Square, Conduit Lane and Lady Lane destinations and origins.

4.8.2 The strategy enables strategic vehicle drivers with destinations that are not located

within the urban area to utilise the Outer Orbital C-Ring as their first route choice.

Whilst vehicle drivers with destinations that are located within the urban area can utilise

the Inner Orbital Route to reach their destination.

4.8.3 The strategy does permit vehicle drivers to penetrate the core area via Local Access

Routes, however these routes will direct the vehicle drivers back towards their origin,
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preventing them from crossing through the sensitive city centre. These Local Access

Routes will also enable residents to access their properties within the core area.

4.8.4 General traffic will be permitted to utilise the public transport routes of Arundel Square

and Lady Lane outside of daytime hours (11:30-18:30).

Parking Strategy

4.8.5 A parking strategy has been devised for the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme area

based upon the origin of vehicle drivers seeking to access the core area. This strategy

recognises the different needs of both medium/long-term and short-term parking. As

such regardless of the origin/direction of travel of vehicle drivers, they are provided with

a variety of ‘Park & Walk’ parking locations which are convenient and easily accessible

to destinations within the core city centre area whilst removing the necessity for

vehicles to penetrate the core city area.

4.8.6 There are 13 existing car parks within the city centre (DBFL drawing 152050-9005

Appendix  D),  1  of  which  (New  Street)  will  be  removed  as  part  of  the  emerging  third

party proposals for the Apple Market Shopping Centre Development. However 2 new off

street car parks are proposed for the city centre namely: the Brown’s Lane multi-storey

car park (forms part of the Apple Market Shopping Centre scheme), and the Waterside

car park. The resulting significant increase in off street car parking provision will

mitigate the rationalisation of the on street parking which forms part of the identified

strategy.

4.8.7 DBFL drawings 152050-9002, 152050-9003 & 152050-9004 (Appendix D), illustrate the

Preferred Car Parking Locations for vehicles approaching from each of the different

areas of Waterford. In reference to the aforementioned drawings and Table 4.3 below,

it can be seen that regardless of the direction of approach, vehicle drivers are provided

with car parking options where they can ‘Park & Walk’ to/from the core city area. The

other car parks indicated are also accessible however they may require the vehicle

drivers to drive longer distances to access/egress them.

Table 4.3: Preferred Car Parking Locations

Car
Park
Ref

Location Car Park
Type

Vehicle Approaching from

Southeast South West &
Northwest

P1 Railway Square Medium/Long
Term X X

P2 Millar’s Marsh, Johnstown Medium/Long
Term X X

P3 Waterside Short/Medium/
Long Term X X

P4 Bolton Street Short/Medium/
Long Term X

P5 Clyde Wharf Short/Medium
Term

X

P6 The Clocktower Short/Medium
Term X X

P7 Merchant’s Landing
Medium/Long

Term X

P8 Merchant’s Quay Medium/Long
Term X

P9 The Glen Multi Storey Short/Medium/
Long Term X

P10 Thomas Hill Medium/Long
Term X

P11 Jenkin’s Lane Short/Medium
Term X

P12 City Square Shopping Centre Short/Medium
Term X

P13 Brown’s Lane Multi Storey Short/Medium/
Long Term X

P14 Ballybricken Green Short/Medium/
Long Term

X X
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CHAPTER 5

Environmental Considerations
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT

Screening Exercise

5.1.1 An Appropriate Assessment Screening of the subject study area including amongst

others the Cork Road-Parnell  Street corridor, John Street, Arundel Square and Mayors

Walk was undertaken by Waterford City and County Council in accordance with the

requirements of EU Habitats Directive 92/34/EEC.

5.1.2 The screening document provides the information required in order to establish whether

or not the proposed development is likely to have a significant impact on Natura 2000

sites in the context of their conservation objectives and specifically on the habitats and

species for which Natura 2000 sites have been designated.

Synopsis of Findings

5.1.3 The screening exercise established that the proposed Waterford City Centre Urban

Renewal 2015 scheme works and supporting strategies wold not have the potential to

result in significant impacts to the Natura 2000 site network, specifically in relation to

impacts affecting the conservation interests such as local Special Protected Areas,

proposed or existing Natural Heritage Areas, and Special Area of Conservation sites.

5.2 ARCHITECTURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

General

5.2.1 As outlined within Schedule 2 of the current Waterford & City County Development Plan

(2013-2019),  there  are  two  architectural  conservation  areas  (ACA)  located  within  the

vicinity of the Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme; the ‘Trinity Within’ and the ‘South

Quays’ (FIGURE 5.1). The Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme lies within part of the

‘Trinity Within’ ACA however it is anticipated that no material impact on the ‘Trinity

Within’ ACA will arise as a result of the scheme proposals.

5.2.2 The plans states;

“This  area  is  located  within  the  Zone  of  Archaeological  Potential  and  all

necessary measures to ensure the protection of the archaeological

heritage will be applied.”

POL  10.0.1  “Protect  and  conserve  all  relevant  aspects  of  the  national

heritage, and their settings where appropriate.”

5.2.3 Furthermore there are several protected structures in the vicinity of the scheme

proposals  (Table  5.1)  as  listed  in  Schedule  1  of  the  current  Waterford  &  City  County

Development Plan (2013-2019) however it is anticipated there will be no direct or

significant impact on these structures as a result of the scheme proposals.

FIGURE 5.1 Architectural Conservation Areas

5.3 ARCHAELOGICAL IMPACT

Impacts Upon Monuments and Places

5.3.1 Waterford’s Zone of Archaeological Potential is generally equivalent to the “area defined

by the Viking defences and later City Walls.” This area is also identified and protected

under the National Monuments Acts 1930-2004 as Recorded Monument WA009:005

city.

POL 10.1.1 “To protect and enhance archaeological monuments and their

settings including city walls, embankments and ditches, gates, bastions or

ancillary fortifications, church sites and associated graveyards and other

monuments.”
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5.3.2 An Archaeological Assessment of the Areas within the Medieval Walled Town (i.e. the

areas  subject  to  the  Public  Realm Improvement  works,  DHB drawings  PL-02,  PL-03 &

PL-04)  was  undertaken  on  behalf  of  Waterford  City  and  County  Council  by  O.M.B.

Scully.

5.3.3 The findings of the Archaeological Assessment (contained within Appendix C) state:-

“Extensive excavations in the area undergoing Public Realm works show

the  area  to  be  rich  in  archaeological  remains.  Care  must  be  taken  to

minimise disturbance of any archaeological material. Should new runs for

drains and telecommunication cables be required, the insertion of same

should be guided by location of previous service trenches-of which there

are  many-  to  reduce  the  impact  on  surviving  archaeological  layers  or

features. Prior to the commencement of the works I would recommend

testing in the area of the Apple Market. This area is shown as built upon

the 1764 map of the city, yet has been cleared by the 1832 survey. The

results of the testing should aid the planning for this mitigatory action

when  the  results  are  fed  back  to  the  design  team.  Should  any

underground expression of the city wall be encountered, work must cease

in  the  area  and  the  National  Monuments  Service  be  consulted  as  to

continued course of action. Archaeological monitoring may not be required

during scraping of existing road services, but would be essential in new

excavations for tree holes and the foundations for street furniture. Any

works in the vicinity of a city wall, or site of wall or tower should be

monitored by a licenced archaeologist.”

5.3.4 The scheme areas out with those defined by the aforementioned Archaeological

Assessment (i.e. DBFL drawings 152050-2002 – 152050-2008 contained within the A1

Book of Drawings) will be subject to an Archaeological Assessment during the detailed

design stage.

Mitigation Measures for Cultural Heritage

5.3.5 Following the detailed design the Conservation Officer will review the scheme proposals

to establish if any impacts have arisen as a result the design and determine if any

mitigation measures are required.

5.3.6 During the course of the physical construction works the Conservation Officer will

monitor progress to ensure no temporary or permanent impact arises on the

conservation area or the structures listed.

5.4 LANDSCAPE

5.4.1 As outlined within Schedule 4 of the current Waterford & City County Development Plan

(2013-2019), the trees located within the grounds of the WIT, College Street Campus

(Trees  in  the  grounds  of:  The  Good  Shepard  campus  of  W.I.T.) are categorised as

being Trees of Special Amenity Value.

“POL 10.5.1 “To provide for the effective management and sustainability

of the City’s tree stock.”

5.4.2 As  part  of  the  scheme  proposals  and  to  enable  carriageway  widening  at  the  Cork

Rd/College St/Manor St/Bath St junction it is necessary to remove some of the trees

that are within the grounds of the campus.

5.4.3 During the detailed design stage, the quantum of the trees that require removal will be

identified. Nonetheless the trees identified will be replaced by semi-mature native

specimens. The location and number of which will be subject to further consultation

with key stakeholders.
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Table 5.1: Record of Protected Structures

Ref Location Address/No Ref Location Address/No Ref Location Address/No Ref Location Address/No Ref Location Address/No Ref Location Address/No

673 Bath Street St Margaret’s 768 John Street Cast Iron clock 520 Mayors Walk No. 14 350
Olaf Street No. 10

911
Poleberry Street No. 72 Poleberry

House 810 Manor Street No. 19

674 Bath Street-Post
Box Post Box 769 John Street No. 1-2 USA Stores 830 Mayors Walk No. 24 351 Olaf Street No. 11 404 Railway Square Watch Tower 811 Manor Street No. 20

60 Castle Street John’s Lane/Castle
Street 1001 John Street No. 11 831 Mayors Walk No. 12 354 Parnell Street Burchall Asylum 432 Stephen Street Kielys Bottlers 812 Manor Street No. 73

61 Castle Street The Double Tower 238 Johnstown Bridge 832 Mayors Walk No. 59 355

Parnell Street CTI

433

Stephen Street Half Moon Tower

and adjacent city

walls
813 Manor Street No. 66

62 Castle Street The French Tower 245 Lady Lane Carnegie Library 284 Michael Street AIB 356 Parnell Street No.33 605 Parnell Street No.1 815 Manor Street No. 18

63 Cathedral Square Christ Church
Cathedral 246 Lady Lane No. 22 285 Michael Street Dunnes Stores 357 Parnell Street No.1 897 Parnell Street No.22 816 Manor Street No. 62

89 Colbeck Street No. 5 247 Lady Lane No. 17 286 Michael Street No.20 358 Parnell Street No.2 1000 Henrietta Street No. 2-5 Kieran
Purcell 817 Manor Street No. 64

90 Colbeck Street No. 8 248 Lady Lane No. 18 287 Michael Street No.21 359 Parnell Street No.3 221 John Street
Section of City Wall
adjacent to Johns
Bridge

818 Manor Street No. 61

91 College Street Michael Walsh
Asylum 249 Lady Lane No. 19 288 Michael Street No.33 360 Parnell Street No.4 634 John Street No. 33A 819 Manor Street No. 60

92 College Street St. Dominick’s
School 250 Lady Lane No. 20 289 Michael Street No.34 361 Parnell Street No.5 761 John Street No. 6 Babycare 953 Stephen Street No. 9 O’Briens

94 Convent Hill St. Anne’s
Presbytery 251 Lady Lane No. 21 290 Michael Street No.32 362 Parnell Street No.6 762 John Street No. 52 954 Stephen Street De La Salle Hall

706 Cork Road (Good
Shepard Convent) WIT, Chimney 252 Lady Lane Franciscan Church 291 Michael Street No.39 364

Parnell Street No.8

763 John Street No. 42 382

Patrick Street St Patricks

Presbyterian

Church

205 Henrietta Street No. 9 253 Lady Lane Sisters of Charity
Convent & Chapel 292 Michael Street No.10 365 Parnell Street No.9 764 John Street No. 41 905 Patrick Street No. 47

206 Henrietta Street No. 12 554 Lady Lane No. 16 521 Michael Street No.40 366
Parnell Street No.10

766 John Street No. 13 906
Patrick Street St Stephens

Monastery

208 Henrietta Street No. 14 555 Lady Lane No. 15 842 Michael Street No.51 367 Parnell Street No.11 767 John Street No. 17 383 Peter Street St Olaf’s Church

209 Henrietta Street No. 15 601 Lady Lane Badminton Hall 843 Michael Street No.4 368
Parnell Street No.12

375
Parnell Street No.19

378
Parnell Street St John’s Catholic

Church

210 Henrietta Street No. 16 790 Lady Lane No. 23 844 Michael Street No.5 369 Parnell Street No.13 376 Parnell Street No.20 379 Parnell Street Wfd City RFC

211 Henrietta Street No. 17 256 Mall, The Bishops Palace 847 Michael Street No.23 370 Parnell Street No.14 377 Parnell Street No.21 348 Olaf Street No. 8

212 Henrietta Street No.18 960 Mall, The
Lamp Standards,
The Mall 849 Michael Street No.30 371 Parnell Street No.15 1004 Michael Street No.1-2 349 Olaf Street No. 9

213 Henrietta Street No. 19 680 Manor Hill Saint John’s House 851 Michael Street No.38 372 Parnell Street No.16 312 New Street No. 11

552 Henrietta Street No. 6 809 Manor Hill
Saint Joseph’s
House buildings
gatelodge gateway

852 Michael Street No.46 373 Parnell Street No.17

553 Henrietta Street
Ashlar Limestone
Gate Piers 279 Manor Street

Manor Street
School 853 Michael Street No.45 374 Parnell Street No.18
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CHAPTER 6

Traffic Impact
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6.0 TRAFFIC IMPACT

6.1 INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 With the objective of investigating potential for vehicle rerouting as generated following

the implementation of the traffic circulation strategy (reference FIGURE 6.1 below and

DBFL drawing 152050-9001) that underpins the proposed Waterford City Urban

Renewal Scheme, a desktop based area wide traffic analysis exercise has been

undertaken. Based upon the results of a significant number of traffic surveys

undertaken  in  late  2014  and  early  2015  the  analysis  seeks  to  estimate  the  potential

scale  of  vehicular  traffic  rerouting  that  could  potentially  arise  as  a  result  of  the  traffic

management strategy proposals and associated infrastructure works.

6.1.2 The analysis represents an extreme worst case assessment as it assumes existing

modal split practices remain unchanged. In reality a change in travel behaviour habits is

predicted in time with an increase in the update of sustainable modes of travel in

addition  to  the  emergence  of  ‘Park  and  Walk’  practices  by  drivers  of  private  motor

vehicles.

6.1.3 In  reference  to  Table  6.1  the  existing  traffic  flows  (weekday  PM  peak  hour)  on  a

number of key streets within the study area have been identified. The introduction of

the new traffic regulations and subsequent reassignment of traffic flows following the

implementation of the proposed Urban Renewal Scheme have then been forecast,

which allowed the percentage difference in worst case traffic flows on each of these key

streets to be predicted.

6.1.4 It is anticipated that more detailed junction computer based simulations may be

undertaken during the detail design stage to evaluation traffic lane configuration and

vehicle queue generation at a number of the networks key junctions.

TABLE 6.1 Existing & Forecast PM Peak Hour Traffic Flows (2015)

Link / Street Existing Flows Forecast Flows Difference (+/- 5%)
Barrack St (Upper) 365 396 7% to 8%
Barrack St (Middle) 495 629 22% to 27%
Barrack St (Lower) 552 603 7% to 9%

Bath Street 655 583 -9% to -11%
Blake's Lane 161 251 42% to 56%
Brown's Lane 236 466 78% to 97%

Cannon St 680 901 26% to 33%
Catherine Street 368 383 3% to 4%
Colbeck Street 213 30 -86%
College Street 770 1100 34% to 43%
Conduit Lane 147 271 65%  to 84%
Convent Hill 121 107 -9% to -12%

Hennessey's Road (Upper) 101 66 -28 to -35%
Hennessey's Road (Middle) 215 258 10% to 20%
Hennessy's Road (Lower) 109 128 14% to 17%
Henrietta Street (South) 47 52 5% to 9%

John Street (North) 479 66 -69% to -86%
Johnstown 526 328 -30% to -38%
Lombard St 752 777 2% to 3%
Manor Hill 524 588 10% to 12%

Manor Street (Upper) 874 730 -13% to -16%
Manor Street (Lower) 1050 890 -12% to -15%
Mayor's Walk (Lower) 548 659 16% to 20%
Mayor's Walk (Upper) 562 671 16% to 19%

Morrison’s Road 535 682 22% to 27%
Newgate St 401 440 8% to 10%

Parnell St (Lower) 749 676 -8% to -10%
Patrick St (East) 317 209 -27% to -34%
Patrick St (West) 372 288 -18% to -23%

Poleberry 513 698 29% to 36%
Stephen's Street (Lower) 246 449 66% to 83%
Stephen's Street (Upper) 191 201 4% to 5%

The Mall 640 788 18% to 23%
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7.0 CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 The scale and complexity of the subject Waterford City Urban Renewal Scheme will

necessitate that the proposed works are undertaken over a period of time to ensure

that the disruption generated by construction activity is minimised and that the city

centre continues to function with the appropriate levels of accessibility retained

throughout the duration of construction activities. Furthermore funding streams may

also influence the project timeline whilst specific sections of the local road network may

have to be prioritised to enable construction to commence on other sections / areas of

the proposals.

7.1.2 At this preliminary stage it is envisioned that the works may take up to three years to

design, tender and construct, particularly as it will be necessary to safeguard specific

times of the year when construction activity will not be permitted on certain streets e.g.

peak commercial periods and during annual festivals / events within the city centre.

FIGURE 7.1: Preliminary Construction Phases

7.1.3 In reference to FIGURE 7.1 the subject works are to be coordinated through the following

5 stage preliminary construction programmed.

Phase 1: 2015 – Henrietta St, Peter St (East) and High St (East) in addition to the

pedestrianisation of Baily’s New St.

Phase 2a: 2016 – Brown’s Lane, Hennessey’s Rd (East), Castle St, John St

(South), Millers Marsh Car Park and Blake’s Lane.

Phase 2b: 2016 – John St (North), Michael St, Lady’s Lane, Olaf St & Colbeck St.

Phase 3: 2017 – Arundel Square, High St (West), Peter St (West), Patrick St,

Mayors Walk, Batchelor’s Walk, Stephen’s St and Waterside Car Park.

Phase 4: 2018 – Parnell St, Manor St, Railway Square, Bath St, Cork Rd, College

St, and Manor (Bunkers) Hill.

7.2 Construction Mitigation Measures

7.2.1 Whilst some temporary disruption will be necessary to accommodate the proposed works

the objective will be to minimise the scale, severity and duration of the impacts

generated. Each of the above five construction stages will be subject to an individual area

/ works specific Construction Management Plan as compiled by the appointed contractor

and reviewed /  agreed by  the  local  planning authority.  Specific  items addressed by  the

final adopted Construction Management Plan will include;

Period of the works and construction activity time restrictions.

Temporary traffic management plan, vehicle diversion arrangements and

associated lane, road and junction closures to be implemented during (part of all)

the course of the subject construction stage works.

Dissemination arrangements including specific measures for local residents and

businesses to inform all stakeholders and the general public works of the above

temporary arrangements.

Specific arrangements for the management of construction traffic.

Phase 4 - 2018

Phase 4 - 2018

Phase 2b - 2016

Phase 1 - 2015

Phase 2a - 2016

Phase 3 - 2017

Phase 3 - 2017

Phase 2a - 2016
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The location of the construction works compound as necessary for construction

activities including construction workers facilities, material storage and

construction plant.

 Specific arrangements for the management of construction noise, pollution of

watercourses and Dirt and Dust

The protection of listed / protected structures and any conservation management

/ protection procedures required both prior to commencement and during the

course of the construction works.
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8.0 CONCLUSION

8.1 Overview

8.1.1 The identified Part 8 proposals entitled Waterford City Centre Urban Renewal

Scheme represent the findings of a yearlong multidiscipline study tasked with

transforming the city centre’s medieval core area into a highly accessible, compact,

vibrant and ‘liveable’ city centre that is both ecologically and socially sustainable.

8.1.2 The identified strategy and associated infrastructure enhancements have been

influenced  by  current  policy  framework  and  the  latest  design  guidance  in  addition  to

international best practice for historical city centres. The design team believe the

proposed Waterford City Centre Urban Renewal Scheme will deliver the council’s

adopted vision and associated goals for the city centre which include;

Maximise  the  potential  of  the  City  Centre  to  continue to  grow as  a  national  and

regional destination which is vibrant and lived in, has a strong retail and cultural

offering, and a high quality public realm.

Identifies transportation initiatives that will provide the opportunity to enhance

the public realm in an integrated, holistic and consistent high quality manner.

Maximises accessibility and sustainable permeability for both people and the

movement  of  goods  to,  from and within  the  core  city  centre  area  in  addition  to

making it easier for people to use the transport networks.

Retain appropriate levels of vehicular access for local residents and businesses

whilst removing non-essential traffic from the core medieval city centre.

Identifies a strategy that enhances safety levels for all road users and transport

modes traveling to, from and within the core city centre area.

Accommodates the potential development of key city centre sites that have the

ability to actively contribute to the success, vibrancy and attractiveness of the city

centre.

Accommodates an efficient, reliable and attractive public transport system and

protects the investment already made in public transport across the city centre.

8.1.3 The implementation of the identified scheme and associated strategies is considered by

the design team to adhere fully with, compliment and deliver the policies and objectives

of national, regional and the local policy framework including those adopted within the

current Waterford & City County Development Plan (2013-2019).

8.2 Recommendation

8.2.1 It is recommended that the identified scheme is brought forward through the Part 8

Public Consultation process to enable key stakeholders and the general public gain an

appreciation of the emerging proposals and ascertain if any amendments are necessary

in response to the stakeholder’s review of the identified Waterford City Centre

Urban Renewal Scheme.
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APPENDIX A

Site Notice



Waterford City and County Council

SITE NOTICE

NOTICE OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT BY A LOCAL AUTHORITY

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT ACT 2000 (as amended)
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS, 2001 (as amended)

ARTICLE 81 OF PART 8 OF THE PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS 2001 (as amended)

In accordance with Article 81 of Part 8 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended),notice is hereby
given that Waterford City and County Council proposes to carry out the following development:  WATERFORD CITY
CENTRE URBAN RENEWAL SCHEME.

Public realm upgrades include new hard surfacing including stone paving, upgraded lighting, new street furniture and
landscaping.  The streets affected include Colbeck Street, St. Francis Place, Olaf St., High Street (part), Lady Lane,
Michael St., John St. (part).   Colbeck Street, St Francis Place and Olaf St are within an Architectural Conservation Area.
Arundel Square will be developed into a new urban plaza and the Apple Market will improved with a new open sided
glass and stainless steel roof.

Alterations to traffic circulation including ancillary civil works on part or all of the following streets:  Mayors Walk,
Patrick St., Stephen St., Bachelors Walk, Patrick St., Peter St., Bakehouse Lane, Lady Lane, Castle St., Manor St., Railway
Sq. and Bath St. Manor Hill, Convent Hill., John St., Browns Lane, Olaf St., Lady Lane, Henrietta St., Baileys New St. and
Lady Lane.

The following houses are to be demolished: Nos 1 and 34 Castle St., Nos 8 and 9 Hennessys Rd. and No. 24 Convent Hill.

In accordance with S.I. 476, 2011, Section 250, Planning and Development (Amendment) (No. 3) Regulations, 2011, the
Council has carried out an appropriate assessment screening and has determined that an Appropriate Assessment is
required.

Plans and particulars of the proposed development will be available for inspection or purchase at a reasonable fee not
exceeding the reasonable cost of making a copy, at the following locations :-

Waterford City & County Council, Customer Care Desk, Baileys New Street, Waterford  between the hours  of
9.30 am to  4.30 pm Monday to Friday for the period 16th June to 28th July inclusive (excluding Bank and Public
Holidays)
Waterford City & County Council, Civic Offices, Davitts Quay, Dungarvan between the hours of 9.00 am to  5.00 pm
Monday to Friday for the period 16th June to 28th July inclusive (excluding Bank and Public Holidays)

 A copy of the plans and particulars of the proposed development may also be viewed on the Waterford City & County
Council’s website at www.waterfordcouncil.ie

Submissions or observations with respect to the proposed development, dealing with the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area in which the proposed development would be situated, may be made in writing, to The Director
of Services, Economic Development & Planning Services, Waterford City & County Council, c/o Mr. R. Maddock, Menapia
Building, The Mall, Waterford before 4 p.m. on 11th August 2015.

Mr. Lar Power, Director of Services,
 Economic Development & Planning Services,
Waterford City & County Council,
The Mall, Waterford. DATE 16th June 2015.

http://www.waterfordcouncil.ie
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APPENDIX B

Appropriate Assessment
Screening Exercise



Habitats Directive Project Screening Assessment

Table 1:  Project Details

Development Consent Type Part 8
Development Location Waterford City Centre
File Ref

Description of the project Upgrade to Public Realm – Mostly surface finishes

Table 2: Identification of Natura 2000 Sites (SACs and SPAs) which may be Impacted by the
proposed development

Please answer the following five questions in order to determine whether there are any Natura 2000 sites which
could potentially be impacted by the proposed development.

Impacts on SACs

1 Impacts On Freshwater Habitats
Is the development within a Special Area of Conservation whose qualifying interests include freshwater
habitats, or in the catchment of same?

Sites to consider: Blackwater River, Lower River Suir

Habitats to consider:
Rivers, Lakes and Lagoons.

Y

2 Impacts On Wetland Habitats
Is the development within a Special Area of Conservation whose qualifying interests include wetland habitats,
or within 1 km of same?

Sites to consider: Comeragh Mountains

Habitats to consider:
Bogs, Fens, Marshes and Wet Heaths.

N

3 Impacts on Intertidal and Marine Habitats
Is the development located within a Special Area of Conservation whose qualifying interests include intertidal
and/or marine habitats and species, or within the catchment of same.

Sites to consider:  Tramore Dunes and Backstrand,  River Suir (Tidal Section), River Blackwater (Tidal
Section), Waterford Estuary

Habitats to consider:
Mudflats, Sandflats, Saltmarsh, Estuary; Shingle, Reefs, Sea Cliffs.

Y

4 Impacts On Woodlands , Grasslands and Dry Heaths
Is the development within a Special Area of Conservation whose qualifying habitats include woodlands or
grasslands  habitats, or within 200m of same.

Sites to consider: Glendine Wood Nire Valley Woods, Ardmore Head, Helvick Head

Habitats to consider:
Woodlands, Grasslands or Dunes.

N

Impacts on SPAs

5 Impacts On Birds
Is the development within a Special Protection Area, or within 1 km of same.

Sites to consider:  Tramore Backstrand, Dungarvan Bay, Blackwater Callows, Blackwater Estuary,
Helvick Head –Ballyquin Coast, Mid Waterford Coast

N
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Conclusion Table 2:

If the answer to all of these questions is No, significant impacts can be ruled out for Natura 2000 sites.  No
further assessment is required, proceed to the Habitats Directive Conclusion Statement.

If the answer to any of these questions is Yes lease refer to tables 3 and 4 below.

Table 3: Determination of Possible Impacts On Natura 2000 Sites.
Where it has been identified that there is a Natura 2000 site within the potential impact zone of the proposed
development,   it is necessary to try to determine the nature of the possible impacts.  Please answer the following
questions as appropriate.

1 Impacts on designated freshwater habitats (rivers, lakes streams and
lagoons).

Sites to consider: Blackwater River, Lower River Suir

Please answer the following if the answer to question 1 in table 2 was yes.

Does the development involve any of the following:

Works inside the boundary of designated site

1.1 All works within the boundary of any SAC whose qualifying features
include freshwater habitats/species, excluding small extensions/alterations
to existing buildings.

N

Works outside the boundary of designated site

1.2 Discharge to surfacewater or groundwater within the boundary of an SAC
whose qualifying features include freshwater habitats/species.

Y

1.3 Abstraction from surfacewater or groundwater within 1km of the boundary
of an SAC whose qualifying features include freshwater habitats or
species.

N

1.4 Removal of topsoil within 100m of the boundary of an SAC, whose
qualifying features include freshwater habitats/species.

N

1.5 Infilling or raising of ground levels within 100m the boundary of any SAC
whose qualifying features include freshwater habitats/species.

N

1.6 Construction of drainage ditches within 1km of the boundary of an SAC
whose qualifying features include freshwater habitats/species.

N

1.7 Installation of waste water treatment systems; percolation areas; septic
tanks within 100 m of the boundary of an SAC site whose qualifying
features include freshwater habitats/species.

N

1.8 Construction within a floodplain of EU designated watercourse whose
qualifying features include freshwater habitats/species.

N

1.9 Crossing or culverting of rivers or streams within 1km of the boundary of any
SAC whose qualifying features include freshwater habitats.

N

1.10 Storage of chemicals hydrocarbons or organic wastes within 100 m of the
boundary of an SAC whose qualifying features include freshwater
habitats/species.

N

1.11 Development of a large scale, within catchment of an EU designated
watercourse or waterbody, which involves the production of an EIS.

N

1.12 Development or expansion of quarries within catchment of an EU designated
watercourse or waterbody.
.

N

1.13 Development or expansion of windfarms within catchment of an EU
designated watercourse or waterbody.

N
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1.14 Development of pumped hydro electric stations within catchment of an EU
designated watercourse or waterbody.

N

2 Impacts On Wetland Habitats
Is the development within a Special Area of Conservation whose qualifying interests include wetland
habitats, or within 1 km of same?

Sites to consider: Comeragh Mountains

Habitats to consider:
Bogs, Fens, Marshes and Wet Heaths.

Please answer the following if the answer to question 2 in table 2 was yes.

Works inside the boundary of designated site

2.1 All works within the boundary of an SAC whose qualifying features include
heath, marsh, fen or bog, excluding small extensions/alterations to existing
buildings.

N/A

Works outside the boundary of designated site

2.2 Construction of roads or other infrastructure on peat habitats within 1km of
any SAC whose qualifying features include heath, marsh, fen or bog.

N/A

2.3 Development of a large scale within 1km of any SAC, whose qualifying
features include heath, marsh, fen or bog, which involves the production of
an EIS.

N/A

3 Impacts on Intertidal and Marine Habitats
Is the development located within a Special Area of Conservation whose qualifying interests include
intertidal and/or marine habitats and species, or within the catchment of same.

Sites to consider:  Tramore Dunes and Backstrand,  River Suir (Tidal Section), River
Blackwater (Tidal Section), Waterford Estuary

Please answer the following if the answer to question 3 in table 2was yes.
Works inside the boundary of designated site

3.1 All works within the boundary of any SAC whose qualifying features include
intertidal or marine habitats, excluding small extensions/alterations to
existing buildings.

N

Works outside the boundary of designated site

3.2 Coastal protection works within 5km of any SAC whose qualifying features
include intertidal or marine habitats.

N

3.3 Development of piers, slipways, marinas, pontoons or any other
infrastructure within 5km of any SAC whose qualifying features include
intertidal or marine habitats.

N

3.4 Dredging within 5km of any SAC whose qualifying features include intertidal
or marine habitats.

N

3.5 Works within 1km of any SAC whose qualifying features include intertidal or
marine habitats, which will result in discharges to rivers or streams directly
connected to the designated site.

N

3.6 Infilling of coastal habitats within 500m of any SAC whose qualifying features
include intertidal or marine habitats.

N

3.7 Removal of topsoil or infilling of terrestrial habitats within 100m of any SAC
whose qualifying features include intertidal or marine habitats.

N

3.8 Development of a large scale within 1km of any SAC whose qualifying
features include intertidal or marine habitats, which involves the production of
an EIS.

N

4 Impacts on other designated woodlands and grasslands
(woodland, upland grassland, lowland grassland, coastal
grassland including dunes).
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Sites to consider: Glendine Wood Nire Valley Woods, Ardmore
Head, Helvick Head
Please answer the following if the answer to question 4 in table 2
was yes.

Does the development involve any of the following:
Works inside the boundary of designated site

4.1 All works within the boundary of any SAC whose qualifying interests include
woodland or grassland habitat types excluding small extensions/alterations to
existing buildings.

N/A

Works outside the boundary of designated site

4.2 Development within 200m of any SAC whose qualifying interests include
woodland or grassland habitat types.

N/A

4.3 Development of a large scale within 1km of any SAC, whose qualifying
interests include woodland or grassland habitat types, which involves the
production of an EIS.

N/A

5 Impacts on birds in SPAs

Sites to consider:  Tramore Backstrand, Dungarvan Bay, Blackwater Callows, Blackwater
Estuary, Helvick Head –Ballyquin Coast, Mid Waterford Coast

Please answer the following if the answer to question 5 in table 2 was yes.

Does the development involve any of the following:

Works inside the boundary of designated site

5.1 All works within the boundary of any SPA excluding small
extensions/alterations to existing buildings. N/A

Works outside the boundary of designated site

5.2 Erection of wind turbines within 1km of any SPA. N/A

5.3 All construction works within 100m of any SPA. N/A

5.4 Infilling of coastal habitats within 500m of intertidal SPA. N/A

5.5 Works within 1km of coastal/wetland SPAs which will result in discharges
to rivers or streams that are directly connected to designated sites.

N/A

5.6 Development of cycleways or walking routes within 100m of SPAs.
N/A

5.7 Construction works on feeding areas adjacent to SPAs N/A

Conclusion Table 3: If the answer to all of the above is no or n/a, significant impacts on Natura
2000 sites can be ruled out.  No further assessment is required, proceed to the Screening Conclusion
Statement.  If the answer to any question in table 3 is yes, you may require further information, unless
you are satisfied that the project proponents have incorporated adequate mitigation into their design
to avoid impacts on the Natura 2000 site (eg water pollution protection measures).  Such information
should be provided in the form of a Natura Impact Statement which should address the particular
issues of concern as identified through the above.
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Table 4: Consideration of Potential Impacts on Protected Species
Many of our Special Areas of Conservation are designated for species as well as for habitats.  These
are listed below, alongside the sites for which they are designated.  Included is a short list of the types
of activities which could have an impact on these species.  Please tick if you are concerned that the
proposed development could have an impact on these species.

Species Relevant Sites Activites which could have
impacts on species

Possible
Impacts
Identified? Y/N

Otter Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with river
banks.

N

Bats (all species
outside designated
sites)

Blackwater River, Lower River Suir,
Waterford Estuary
Glendine Wood, Lismore  Woods Nire
Valley Woods

Along with above,  in general all
sites with any of the following;
woods, mature treelines and
hedgerows, old buildings and
bridges

Activities that result in loss of woodland or
hedgerow habitat or causes disturbance to
roost sites.  Renovations of old buildings;
Repointing of old bridges.

N

Salmon Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with water quality,
levels or the river bed;

N

River Lamprey Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with water quality,
levels or the river bed;

N

Brook Lamprey Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with water quality,
levels or the river bed;

N

Sea Lamprey Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with water quality or
the river bed – estuarine areas;

N

Twaite Shad
Allis Shad

Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with water quality or
the river bed – estuarine areas;

N

White-clawed
Crayfish

Lower River Suir
River Blackwater
Waterford Estuary

Activities that interfere with water quality or
the river bed;

N

Freshwater Pearl
Mussel

Lower River Suir
River Clodiagh
River Lickey
River Blackwater

Activities that interfere with water quality,
levels or the river bed ;

N

Whorled Snail
Vertigo
moulinsiana

River Blackwater Activities that result in loss of fen, marsh or
wet grassland habitat within or close to the
SAC.

N

Killarney Fern Glendine Wood
Lismore Woods (River
Blackwater)

Woodland clearance or other activities
resulting in loss or disturbance to woodland
habitat within the relevant SACs.

N

Conclusion Table 4: If the answer to all of the above is no, significant impacts on species can be
ruled out.  If the answer to any of the above is yes, then further information is likely to be required in
relation to potential for impact on that particular species.  Where potential impacts on the above
listed species are within designated sites, then further information should be sought in the form of a
Natura Impact Statement.  Where impacts are outside designated sites, then a species specific
survey should be requested.
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Habitats Directive Screening Conclusion Statement

Development Type Part 8

Development Location Waterford City Centre

Natura 2000 sites within impact zone Lower River Suir

Planning File Ref

Description of the project

Public realm improvement works to Waterford City Centre consisting of repaving with stone, macadam and concrete,
work to utilities, installation of trees and street furniture.  The streets affected are High St, Peter St, Olaf St, Colbeck St,
Lady Lane, Arundel Square, Michael St, Apple Market and John St.

Describe how the project or plan (alone or in combination) could affect Natura 2000 site(s).

There could be sediment from the works (residue from cutting stone, grout) being washed into the drainage
system.

If there are potential negative impacts, explain whether you consider if these are likely to be significant, and if
not, why not.

The effects are not likely to be significant since the works are of relatively small scale and best practice will be used to
prevent run off contaminated with dust/grout/stone residue from entering the gully system.
The works will not give rise to significant effects on the qualifying  habitats and species for which the River Suir is
designated.

Conclusion of assessment

 No significant effects  on the conservation objectives for the River Suir  SAC anticipated. No further assessment
required.

Documentation reviewed for making of this statement.

Architects plans
 Internal WCCC GIS

Completed By  RM

Date 16/June/2005
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APPENDIX C

Archaeological Assessment
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APPENDIX D

Sub Strategy Drawings
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